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Summary

This year’s release of NAEP scores revealed a large impact on student learning from COVID: the largest drops in reading and math in three decades of administering the tests. Even before the pandemic, NAEP scores were lagging. To get America’s educational system back on track, we brought in 40 experts from a variety of groups — from educational technology companies to philanthropic organizations to teachers — to discuss potential solutions.

The group underscored the multidisciplinary and convergent nature of education, a field that cuts across psychology, cognitive science, sociology, and economics as well as the specific domains being learned (math, biology, chemistry, etc). Education has been traditionally siloed, often resistant to crucial societal innovations from technology to the changing nature of careers and work. This makes education an excellent potential track for a Convergence Accelerator, which “builds upon basic research and discovery to accelerate solutions toward societal impact.”

After ideating deliverables in the key areas of data science education, middle school math, and assessment, the group discussed cross-cutting trends among them. They found it critically important to support convergence in education that will help prepare today’s students to become informed decision-makers, engaged problem-solvers, and self-directed lifelong learners. This report surfaces the key themes and necessary partnerships that experts believe are critical for improvements to educational opportunities. It then examines the key disciplines and convergence required to produce deliverables capable of transforming the educational landscape in the US.

**Key future directions for deliverables, their intellectual merits, and broader societal impacts:**

- The middle school math deliverables focus on increasing student motivation, the relevance of math concepts and skills, supporting collaborative and project-based learning, optimizing and expanding feedback mechanisms, and developing AI to respond to students’ inputs. These innovations will help unveil more about achievement and opportunity gaps and other mechanisms that affect groups of students differentially in STEM domains.

- The data science education deliverables focus on preparing students with procedural skills to work with data and supporting teachers to provide timely feedback on data science-related assessments. Intellectual merits of these deliverables include understanding the paths to how data science education will be integrated into mainstream curricula—or developed and taught as its own subject (Engel, 2017)—given its interdisciplinary nature.

- The assessment deliverables focused on the development of new, increasingly unobtrusive ways to assess students, including elements such as gamification and assessing a broader range of skills (such as self-regulation and collaborative learning). Intellectual merits of these deliverables include deeper understanding of learning processes, creating broader impacts through more valid, less disruptive, and more comprehensive assessments.
Background

The pandemic had a massive impact on student learning. The most recent NAEP scores, for instance, show a large drop in outcomes (National Center for Education Statistics, 2022a ). In fact, it was the biggest drop in Math and English scores in over three decades of administering the tests.

While the pandemic led to a renewed focus on using learning technology, innovation in this area has yet to close the gap in student needs. Even though some exemplary, highly-effective educational technology platforms experienced up to tenfold increases in userbases (Gillespie et al., 2022; Baker et al., 2022), the pivot to emergency online education mostly consisted of attempting to teach in traditional ways but through Zoom (Bonk, 2020; McArthur, 2021), using credit recovery platforms and learning platforms already under fire for low quality (Ball & Grimaldi, 2021), or using untested approaches (Teräs et al., 2020; Aguilar, 2020).

These results underscore the need for transformative solutions in education. As noted in previous research, intractable long-standing problems often are intractable for good reason (National Research Council, 2014; Roco, 2016). They connect to broader societal problems, and their solutions require new thinking and new approaches. This type of new thinking can only be achieved by bringing together a combination of expertise, both technical and social: the type of combination that goes beyond simply a mixture of experts to collaborations that fully integrate different types of expertise. Simply put, transformation requires disciplinary convergence (National Research Council, 2014; Roco, 2016) is needed.

One potential for change in education comes from artificial intelligence (AI). AI has sparked impressive developments including intelligent tutoring systems, learning analytics dashboards, and dialogue tutors, sometimes realized through chatbots (Craesser et al., 2012; Verbert et al., 2013; Molenaar, 2022; Katz et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2022). Contemporary AI-based learning systems can detect and respond to students’ knowledge, learning strategies, engagement, and emotion (Owen et al., 2019; Cowda et al., 2013; Bosch et al., 2016; D’Mello et al., 2017).

However, AI alone cannot solve educational inequities and can sometimes even perpetuate biases and inequities in education, due to algorithmic bias (Baker & Hawn, 2022). Careful efforts are needed to design effective and unbiased learning systems. Today, many of the most effective approaches to using AI in education are designed to have AI work in tandem with humans to respond to learners (Shum et al., 2021; Holstein & Aleven, 2021; Yang et al., 2021; Dimitriadis et al., 2021).

Increasingly, AI is used not only within learning platforms, but also to drive and support learning engineering efforts (Doignon & Falmagne, 2012; Rosé et al., 2019; Lomas et al., 2016 ), providing actionable information to learning designers and learning scientists (Holstein et al., 2019; Baker et al., 2018; Goodall & Kolodner, 2022). For example, data-driven interviewing is a form of convergent research where a qualitative educational researcher informs AI about uncommon but important classroom events, and then the AI informs the researcher in real-time that the event has just occurred (Ocumpaugh et al., 2021).

These new, convergent approaches show considerable potential for transforming education. But these approaches are also highly complex. Currently, it can be challenging to assemble the multidisciplinary research and development teams required to conduct the convergent work necessary for the success of these approaches. Thus, careful focus is needed on which contexts these methods will be applied to first. We propose three contexts where progress is feasible and needs are strong: mathematics education, data science education, and learning-integrated formative assessment. We address them in turn.

There has been concern about students’ performance in mathematics in the United States for decades (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). This concern has led to some effective curricula and technologies (Murphy et al., 2020; Pane et al., 2014; Donnelly & Parmar, 2022), but as a whole, mathematics performance in the United States has not improved as hoped. In fact, the pandemic-related drops in middle school math scores have raised concerns about learners’ readiness for other academic topics that require foundational math skills (Kuhfeld et al., 2022). Research on intelligent tutoring systems, cognitive tutors, digital assistants, and other technologies in well-defined domains like math have offered some promising opportunities to differentiate or personalize learning, leading to improved outcomes (Koedinger and Corbett, 2006; Ritter et al., 2007; Canfield, 2001; Melis & Siekmann, 2014).

While there has been concern about mathematics education for decades, interest in data science education has been a relatively more recent development, matching the increased societal use of data (Wise, 2020; Lee & Wilkerson, 2021; Wilkerson & Polman, 2020). There is rapidly growing demand for data scientists and our daily lives are increasingly influenced by how data is used (Horton et al., 2015; Provost & Fawcett, 2013). Curricular support for data science has lagged behind the growing need, and many curricula still teach data analysis (if at all) using outdated representations such as stem-and-leaf plots. Students already interact with data on a daily basis, may have or are developing preconceived notions about data, and increasingly consume digital information (National Center for Education Research, 2021). Thus, there is a need for innovative learning platforms and approaches that can effectively engage learners in data science in order to prepare them for future careers and to thrive in the data revolution.
Across domains, supporting teachers in supporting students requires a step forward in assessment. Teachers cannot accurately gauge how their students are performing without good information. However, most teachers are still limited to information either from informal assessments (i.e., homework and tests) that they develop and grade themselves (Shute & Ventura, 2013), or to information from large-scale assessment systems that require pulling a student out of instruction for several class days, taking away essential instructional time while often assessing knowledge at a fairly shallow level using traditional items (Shute & Rahimi, 2017). A new generation of assessment systems that assess while students learn and tap deeper levels of understanding can inform teachers while immediately benefiting students.

In this report, we discuss the findings of an interdisciplinary conference of experts on potential directions for a new NSF Convergence Accelerator track that can speed progress in these areas and, ultimately, in education as a whole.

Convergence Research

Within this project, we organized a conference of 40 experts, spanning a range of disciplinary expertise and current professional roles (see Participant Profiles in Appendix A). In order to bring in the best possible collection of experts (many of whom are highly busy in their ongoing work), we structured this conference as a set of three spaced-out virtual sessions, prompting our experts to converge ideas and share expertise from their respective fields. These sessions began with an initial meeting that included all participants. Workshop organizers established a common understanding and emphasized the goals of the series. Participants were then divided into three tracks (middle school math, data science education, and assessments) with participants further divided into small groups that were diverse in background and expertise. For example, a team might include one member working in education, another in research, and another in philanthropy.

Subgroups were then tasked to coordinate among themselves to meet and ideate deliverables that could provide novel solutions to the most pressing issues in the subject area within their track’s mission. Many of our groups chose to go beyond this initial request, articulating how common problems existed in more than one track. Subgroups were encouraged to especially focus on issues of educational access and equity, as well as steps developers would need to take to ensure that a deliverable did not introduce or reinforce bias. A guide (see Meeting 2 Guide in Appendix B) with prompting questions was provided to subgroups to capture other important reflections, such as the disciplines and types of expertise that would be needed for the development of the solution. Such questions prompted groups to emphasize the roles, needs, and limitations of stakeholders within the educational ecosystem, and in some cases, such considerations helped inform the product design. For example, a few teams emphasized the importance of ensuring that the deliverables designed were as unobtrusive in data collection processes as possible or effective in reducing teachers’ grading workloads to enable them to focus on differentiating feedback.

During the third session, subgroups met with each other and gave each other critical feedback and recommendations, which is incorporated within our discussion of the themes and deliverables below. Additional experts who could not participate in the second meeting also joined these sessions, providing a greater range of expertise.

Themes

After observing the conference process and key deliverables, we identified cross-cutting key themes in the advancements in education that currently have traction and would benefit from further investment and support.

Adaptive learning systems: Adaptive — or personalized — approaches to learning, teaching, and assessment came up in many discussions. Intelligent tutoring systems are not a new technology; proven systems like MATHia and ALEKS have demonstrated high effectiveness (Craig et al., 2013), but a new generation of AI (Fernandez et al., 2022; Scarlatos et al., 2022) promises a new generation of adaptive learning that better adapts to individual differences and responds in richer, more flexible ways.

Specific deliverables included:
- Personalized learning experiences that use content that better motivates individual students to avoid confusing disengagement with lack of understanding
- Adaptive learning activities that not only identify weaknesses but also identify strengths and help students build on them
- Bringing adaptivity to a wider range of activities, including project-based, community-based, problem-based, game-based, and discovery-based learning

Technology-enhanced human tutoring: Expert human tutoring has long been seen as a highly-effective approach (VanLehn, 2011; Bloom, 1984), but it has been hard to scale (Khachatryan, 2020). Artificial intelligence methods can better inform tutors who may encounter a student only briefly, and may help select the
best tutor out of a pool of tutors, for a specific student within a specific need. Helping human tutors to specialize on specific content or specific types of student needs can also lead to tutors achieving expert-level performance in a shorter time.

Specific deliverables included:

- Integrated systems to recommend and deploy mathematics tutoring resources within districts
- Informational support for human tutors and designs that help tutors

Generative AI for classroom use: Too much of education remains decontextualized, and students cannot always see the value of what they learn or the relevance to their lives (Duffy & Jonassen, 2013; Merill, 2013; Grabinger & Dunlap, 1995; Choi & Hanafin, 1995). The generative nature of next-generation AI tools — such as foundation models for language (Devlin et al., 2018; Floridi et al., 2020) — can make it possible to generate learning experiences customized to a broader range of topics and student interests. These technologies have clear potential risks in terms of bias and fairness (Mehrai et al., 2021; Brown et al., 2020) but also may be able to reduce bias by recognizing a broader range of student responses than earlier technologies could.

Learning experiences customized to a broader range of topics and student interests. These technologies have clear potential risks in terms of bias and fairness (Mehrai et al., 2021; Brown et al., 2020) but also may be able to reduce bias by recognizing a broader range of student responses than earlier technologies could.

Specific deliverables included:

- AI-based foundation models that can generate text can adapt content or assessment to an individual student’s interests, and abstract back to the original concepts
- Technologies based on foundation models can be used to grade student papers on a range of topics and give higher-quality automated feedback
- Technologies based on foundation models can be used to create dialogue tutoring systems that can respond flexibly to a broader range of student inputs

Dashboards for classroom support: Dashboards and other data-interface tools can support teachers and students (and other school personnel) with clear and actionable information (Verbert et al., 2013; 2020; Sedrakyan et al., 2020). Their design can be supported with new convergent developments in data analytics, user engagement, and behavioral science. Such dashboards would rely on new assessments that are adaptive as well as provide learning experiences.

Specific deliverables included:

- New technologies that can provide teachers with actionable information they can use and make sense of
- Dashboards that would rely on assessments where students learn as they are assessed to create faster, more effective feedback loops

Collaborative and social learning: In many contexts, collaborative and social learning can engage students and help them learn to consider other perspectives on a topic (Dillenbourg et al., 1996; Pea, 1994; Koschmann, 2002; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006; Stahl, 2006). However, collaborative learning can be difficult to orchestrate in a classroom without carefully designed support (Dillenbourg et al., 2009; Krejins et al., 2003). Collaboration provides opportunities for articulation and elaboration, which are particularly important when problem-solving in STEM and data science.

Specific deliverables included:

- Games and other learning systems that facilitate collaboration
- Dashboards (and other reporting tools) that facilitate classroom orchestration efforts by teachers

Next-generation research methods: Educational research and development have historically been fairly slow and inefficient. Improved infrastructure and more convergent methods can lead to faster discovery about what is and isn’t working, and in turn can lead to faster improvements.

Specific deliverables included:

- A/B testing platforms like E-TRIALS that can support researchers from different disciplinary backgrounds (and teachers) in trying out new ideas and seeing if they work
- Public data sets can bring in a wider range of computer science researchers to improve the AI underpinning educational technologies. Properly cleaned and annotated with meta-data, they can also become useful tools for data science education.
- Greater interoperability between platforms that can make it possible to use information across platforms and offer dashboards with broader range of information to teachers
- Convergent research methods like data-driven classroom interviewing that can bring new types of researchers into the process of improving educational technologies

Equity: Inequity is linked to differences in opportunity, and subsequently, achievement. Given enduring equity issues, there was concern about next-generation educational technologies and how they might address such issues. Unfortunately, some high-tech solutions have the potential to reinforce inequity in several fashions (Madaio et al., 2022; Holmes et al., 2022; Holstein & Doroudi, 2019). Participants noted that careful attention needs to be paid to ensuring that new algorithms are not algorithmically biased; it is likely that there are biases that are currently not well-documented.

Specific deliverables included:

- Culturally-responsive content embedded within learning systems, and improved teacher training related to these issues
Disciplines Required for Transformative Convergence

Given the focus of the convergence accelerator—and the highly multidisciplinary nature of the project—we outline here some of the different disciplines and communities that would be central to improving student outcomes via an education track.

Experts in teaching and learning: Experts in teaching and learning understand key considerations like how to scaffold educational content, which can help learners pace their consumption of content and assess their skills at appropriate levels of rigor. They also know how to connect new learning materials to the broader curriculum and how to engage diverse students. Thus, finding ways to bring in experts in the practical and everyday aspects of education—teachers, curriculum developers, and instructional designers, as well as school and district level administrators—will improve the resulting tools in ways that boost student outcomes.

Technologists and experts in AI, ML, and NLP: While technology has had a major impact on society in recent years, it has yet to have a tremendous impact on student outcomes, outside of a small number of cases. But there is a lot of potential. The advances of technology could offer educators new ways to differentiate instruction and rapidly assess and intervene in students’ learning at a faster pace. From intelligent tutoring systems to internet scaling, AI technology could potentially help augment and expand learning environments with different ways of assessing students, providing feedback, and personalizing instruction. Of course, technology does not come without potential dangers. Privacy and security experts, for instance, need to be at the forefront of questions around how to anonymize student data and which metadata should be collected and how it should be used.

Gaming industry: Direct instruction—the mode of education in which teachers stand at the front of a classroom and lecture—is increasingly known to be non-optimal, as research demonstrates the importance of hands-on activities and real-life scenarios. Learning games offer exciting ways to potentially reimagine both learning activities and assessment. Game-based assessments and activities, when integrated with findings and methods from learning science research, can produce learning experiences that can increase motivation, relevance, and even belonging for students. Game-based learning environments also have the potential to create opportunities for learners to exhibit and practice important self-regulation skills (i.e., planning and strategizing). Through using concepts from games and gamification and observing the behavioral, social, and emotional elements of learning, researchers and educators would be able to build a path toward lifelong learning.

Community groups: Education does not stop at the school. The ecosystem of effective education includes a wide array of community organizations from libraries to recreation centers to after-school clubs. Encouraging interaction between these organizations and those who are designing new learning systems could improve opportunities for learning substantially.

For example, many of the services traditionally offered by these programs extend the classroom (e.g., after-school tutoring programs). Making sure that these community organizations are connected with the most innovative learning systems that the AI community has developed could help ensure equitable access to motivating learning experiences (e.g., innovative learning games).

At the same time, the infrastructure that these organizations provide can create opportunities for researchers to collaborate with local communities. These collaborations are important for facilitating equitable designs. For example, the creation of appropriate avatars—and even unbiased analytics—requires working with diverse groups of learners through the design phases of online learning systems.

Data science community: Data science is a discipline essential for students to learn so that future generations maintain ownership of which, how, and for whom data is used. Looking forward, data science experts working on real-world problems could collaborate more deeply with educators and school systems to help students learn data science skills, from coding and analyzing data to critiquing the presentation...
and use of data in their everyday lives. There are already examples of this, including an initiative by the multinational software corporations SAP and Chevron and the San Francisco 49ers football team to help students learn data science (49ers.com, 2022).

Research communities: The explosion of educational tools and technologies, while offering options, also overwhelm educators with options. The process of “trying out” a new technology or tool without clear evidence of improved outcomes is often a point of frustration and lost resources. Research should continue to provide clarity around what works and what is worth the investment for educators and administrators. Additionally, the research community’s engagement with educational technologies support rapid experimentation in which interventions that do not work are quickly ruled out while those with potential are increasingly refined and adapted, informing theory and practice. A third way that research might fuel convergence is its potential to inform programmatic or technological design features. During our workshop, groups often listed multidisciplinary combinations of learning science, computer science, and psychology research as disciplines that informed their recommendations about which deliverables were most likely to successfully blend the social with the technical to achieve positive change.

Partnerships

Partnerships will be key to the success of future learning technologies and approaches. We attempted to include representatives of key stakeholder groups in our workshop, and their participation demonstrated the high value of their inclusion:

- **Education industry.** Educational technology companies and nonprofit organizations were represented in the workshops, including ASSISTments, Khan Academy, CueThink, Bootstrap, Edtech Recharge, and Cambium Assessment. These companies represented a span of specializations ranging from math assessment platforms to apps focusing on improving critical thinking skills.

Industry will be central to a future convergence accelerator track because they can help engage users as well as scale successful approaches. Beyond the small set of workshop participants, key stakeholders will include education-specific organizations like the College Board but also larger corporations, such as Google and Microsoft, with broader goals that are active in classrooms. Bringing in these organizations will facilitate the scaled delivery of practical solutions that raise student outcomes. Organizations like gaming companies can support the development of interventions, while data science companies can help to outline future careers and the needs for learning technologies to support them.

- **Educator groups.** Within the workshops, educators were represented from multiple sectors of practice and hailing from diverse districts around the country, ranging from middle school math teachers to PK-12 instructional coordinators. Educators were critical to the dialogue around the needs of diverse learners that should influence innovation trends, the barriers to introducing technologies and tools into the classroom setting, and the challenges of collecting data. Educators emphasized the fact that schools and districts are inundated with educational products, materials, and programs, but they are unsure of the research, theory and evidence backing decision paths to product uptake.

A potential track would go much further, of course, and educator groups at multiple levels would need to be included in decisions and research on the programs, interventions, and technologies that are integrated into school settings. At the grassroots level, teachers are directly impacted by these decisions that can help or hinder their efforts. Their perspectives provide insights to what would economize time, how to provide them information in actionable and useful ways, and what interventions are feasible. Administrators at the school and district levels would also need to be part of the work. Their knowledge of standards alignment, assessment procedures and policies, and local resources would help facilitate the design of deliverables that will be used and the programmatic management of interventions.

- **Philanthropic support.** Many participants represented private philanthropies including the Walton Family Foundation, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Valhalla Foundation, and Schmidt Futures. Philanthropic organizations could potentially play a key role in a track, helping to support the work. Many of these private foundations have supported work in these areas in the past and could share key “lessons learned.” These organizations can also fund projects that the NSF might not typically fund, such as networks that help build the learning engineering ecosystem overall.

- **Research community.** The largest proportion of participants included researchers with specific projects with expertise varying from automated writing evaluation to game-based learning. Research community members were helpful in thinking through key ideas such as data collection and predictive modeling. Offering deep and diverse expertise, the research community would continue to play a driving role in educational advancements in a potential convergence track. For example, there is high potential to create more cross-cutting research between experts in data science, learning science, psychology, and pedagogy. Key stakeholders for this change would involve researchers in universities, nonprofits, and private industry working together and with other types of stakeholders. Though universities have essential expertise, it is worth going beyond the academic community with insights from applied researchers in industry who work more directly with technologists and other stakeholders experienced in scaling and troubleshooting a product or deliverable.
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Deliverables

Given the focus of the convergence accelerator – and the highly multidisciplinary nature of the project – we outlined some of the different disciplines and communities that would be central to improving student outcomes via an education track.

**Middle school math:** Within middle school math, there was a broad range of deliverables proposed, from increasing students’ motivation through clarifying the relevance of math concepts and skills, to supporting collaborative learning, to bringing adaptivity to a broader range of activities (i.e. project-based, community-based, problem-based, game-based, discovery-based), to optimizing and expanding feedback mechanisms. A number of proposed deliverables were noteworthy in terms of feasibility, scalability, and potential impact.

For instance, one group discussed the value of creating a dataset of handwritten math problem solutions. Currently, there are substantial amounts of valuable data on learning and problem-solving processes that are available in students’ handwriting, but this data is mostly used for grading by teachers. Hand grading is time-consuming, delays feedback, and makes it difficult to see important trends across a student’s assignments (which the teacher may grade weeks apart) (Moon et al., 2022). The group suggested creating a public dataset of tagged images and labels that would facilitate developing technology to recognize students’ handwriting and automate feedback, reducing teachers’ workloads tremendously while leveraging convergent trends in computer vision, math pedagogy, and human-computer interaction.

Another team argued for a new convergent approach to designing computer-based intelligent tutoring systems, going past the current generation of technologies that typically get one type of adaptivity right (see Baker, 2016). This “super tutor” would combine the strengths of different approaches, supporting not just learning of material but also strengthening motivation/attitudes towards math and problem-solving through selection of material and narrative-based activities. It could include a human-in-the-loop and collaborative design elements, whereby a teacher could view a dashboard of students clustered by common need. This would allow teachers to assign student groups that could more independently problem-solve while focusing time on subsets of students who would benefit most from personalized attention. Such a system could go beyond identifying students’ weaknesses, to also recognizing students’ strengths and helping build on them.

A third deliverable discussed technologies and programs that support students finding mathematics in the world around them. A high-tech approach might involve augmented reality glasses (or phone-based augmented reality like Pokemon Go) that help students answer questions like “how tall is that building?” or “how many blueberries are there in that container?” Such an AI system could recognize the opportunity for instruction (with general detectors of arrays of objects, for example), understand mathematical activities based on this recognition (such as counting and multiplying to estimate the number of blueberries or using trigonometry to answer the height question), and scaffold the student (and perhaps their parents as well) in solving the problem. Cognizant that a high-tech approach might not reach all students, a low-tech variation of this deliverable could involve new approaches to co-design that help teachers understand how to guide students in real-world problem-solving.

**Data science education:** A range of deliverables were proposed in the data science track to give students improved data science skills. Across groups, there was a focus on increasing student motivation and clarifying the relevance of data science topics to students’ lives. Many groups emphasized the potential of using AI to build curricular resources that assist teachers in providing timely feedback as they build students’ data science skills in core areas such as data cleaning and analysis.

A key current challenge to data science education is the lack of structured datasets containing the organized metadata that facilitate data science practice (Kross & Guo, 2019; Bart et al., 2018). While there are open data sites, many of these include datasets that require intensive cleaning or are noisy in ways that are unpredictable (Bart et al., 2018; Finzer, 2013), presenting challenges to novice learners who do not yet have data cleaning skills. To solve this issue, one deliverable was to create a greater number of pre-packaged datasets — still based on authentic data — that are already cleaned or present noise in predictable ways, and where the context of the data is clearly communicated, allowing students to focus more on analysis. One group suggested that these cleaned datasets could be made available for use by middle school students by modifying an existing platform for data science competitions (Anslow et al., 2016; Finzer, 2013), a type of “Kaggle for Kids,” to include both publicly available cleaned datasets and notebooks of code for users to apply data science skills and conduct analysis.

Other groups raised the broader challenge of the lack of integration of data science education into current schooling. Discussion noted that, while many educators are eager to teach about data science, there is a shortage of K-12 educators with the knowledge or expertise to teach foundational topics in data science (Weiland & Engledow, 2022). One proposed deliverable would address this limitation by creating an AI-assisted platform that would allow teachers to search and filter by building up queries such as, “I want to teach regression to 9th graders using examples from sports.”

The tool could conceivably generate new modules by combining the desired method with a relevant dataset or finding video resources from a database. This would enable the teacher to focus on working with their students rather than customizing or writing new code, which is often a time-intensive barrier. Through focusing on themes and topics that are most interesting to...
students, the deliverable could increase the motivation and relevance of data science education to students, while allowing an entry point for more novice teachers to introduce data science education or integrate it easily within their subject area. Other deliverables involved using intelligent tutor technologies or chatbots to help teachers quickly develop their own mastery of data science prior to teaching it to students (perhaps just-in-time for specific topics, the day before a teacher teaches a specific topic).

Groups also discussed the need to teach cross-cutting themes in artificial intelligence, as well as methods; discussion was particularly focused on the recent and growing evidence for algorithmic bias (Aket et al., 2021; Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018; Noble, 2018). Bringing together a convergent community of experts to design standards for what should be covered in these areas will be important to develop students who can not only use data science methods but also think critically about them.

Assessment: Within groups discussing the future of assessment in education, there was tremendous excitement for new approaches that could improve the assessment data available to teachers, conduct valid assessment in the context of richer and more authentic activities, while simultaneously promoting learning rather than separating assessment from learning.

This discussion led to several notable deliverables. For example, one group discussed the use of foundation models for language, such as BERT and CPT-3 (Devlin et al., 2018; Floridi & Chiriatti, 2020), to assess open-ended student responses. Math assessments frequently include open-ended questions, such as "Write a rule that explains your results" or "Explain your answer," that ask students to demonstrate their knowledge. The use of these types of prompts aligns with research suggesting that these types of items help unearth misconceptions and are effective for developing students’ competency in math concepts, but evaluating open-ended responses costs teachers immense amounts of time (Hancock, 1995). An assessment application could use a foundation model to identify patterns in students’ responses and identify frequently occurring misconceptions at both the individual and class levels, providing immediate feedback to students while supporting teachers in refining the instruction they offer. This type of technology could be applied both in classrooms and on summative assessments, guiding policy and enriching the breadth of understanding about students at a national level.

Another idea proposed the use of AI methods for automated item generation. Developing and validating assessment items can be time-intensive (Bechard et al., 2019), especially if attention is paid to developing items that are culturally relevant, unbiased, and engaging for students. Generative AI methods can help develop a range of high-quality, culturally responsive assessment items that range in cognitive complexity. This would allow students more dynamic assessment experiences where they could demonstrate learning in different ways, authentic and relevant to a diverse range of learners. This would provide educators a richer set of information than

students. Generative AI methods can help develop a range of high-quality, culturally responsive assessment items that range in cognitive complexity. This would allow students more dynamic assessment experiences where they could demonstrate learning in different ways, authentic and relevant to a diverse range of learners. This would provide educators a richer set of information than
Conclusion/Discussion

The opportunity to bring together 40 experts resulted in fruitful discussion of the needs, trends, emerging technologies, and future directions for improving three key areas in education: middle school math, data science education, assessment. This dialogue underscored the need for convergence research, which we summarize below, providing an overview of future directions for deliverables, their intellectual merit, and their broader impacts.

Middle School Math

- **Future directions of deliverables**: Future educational approaches and technologies based on the convergence of disciplinary areas have the potential to prepare middle schoolers with foundational math skills as well as addressing the social and environmental factors that have particularly affected underrepresented minority students’ persistence in math education. Specifically, there are highly promising trends in increasing student motivation and the relevance of math concepts and skills, supporting collaborative and project-based learning, optimizing and expanding feedback mechanisms, and developing AI that can respond to a wider range of types of student input.

- **Intellectual merit**: While experts across the different fields represented in this report know about the achievement and opportunity gaps that differentially affect groups of students in STEM domains, the causal mechanisms behind the persistence of these problems require a multidisciplinary approach to address, particularly as new algorithmic inequities emerge. The deliverables outlined above include technologies with the built-in infrastructure to not only understand these mechanisms, but to respond in real-time to these issues, inequities, and challenges.

- **Broader impacts**: Through supporting middle school math education that is relevant to students’ lives and integrates social learning, student motivation for math will increase. Optimizing and expanding feedback mechanisms will help focus teachers’ efforts, enabling them to more easily differentiate instruction and focus their time and attention on students who most benefit from it.

Data Science Education

- **Future directions of deliverables**: The convergence of different areas and communities has the potential to substantially improve how we teach data science while increasing motivation and the relevance of data science topics to students’ lives. It may be possible to accelerate the uptake of top-quality data science education by developing curricular resources that assist teachers in providing timely feedback as they build students’ procedural skills in data cleaning and analysis.

- **Intellectual merit**: Data science education is needed to prepare students to become informed, data literate citizens of the future. A simultaneous barrier and opportunity within data science is how much it integrates computational skills, social sciences, and mathematical concepts. The paths to how data science education is integrated into school core subjects—or if it will someday become its own class entirely—are yet to be determined. Investing in research and deliverables mentioned above extends the key literature, pedagogical practices, and policy directions for data science education at an essential time.

- **Broader impacts**: Integrates computational skills, social sciences, and mathematical concepts. The paths to how data science education is integrated into school core subjects—or if it will someday become its own class entirely—are yet to be determined. Investing in research and deliverables mentioned above extends the key literature, pedagogical practices, and policy directions for data science education at an essential time.

Assessment

- **Future directions of deliverables**: The potential impact of convergent research in the assessment is likely to be highly transformative. Improving opportunities for convergence across different fields of research has the potential to improve the validity of future assessments, and will facilitate the development of assessments that could be used in new (and increasingly unobtrusive) ways. These include the development of assessments in new contexts (including games) that assess a broader range of skills such as self-regulation and collaborative learning.

- **Intellectual merits**: Learning engineering and learning analytics can support a new-generation of assessment that produces rich data at fine-grained levels to reveal more about learning processes. The convergence between psychology, psychometrics, and data science promise a future of assessment that is more valid, less disruptive, and more comprehensive.

- **Broader impacts**: Through continued research and development, the next generation of assessments can more reliably measure what students know, how they learn, and how instruction can be adjusted in terms of cognitive, metacognitive, self-regulatory and socio-emotional skills that students need to learn most effectively. These new assessments can also provide teachers with real-time information that is less disruptive to the learning process than traditional forms of assessment.
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Meeting Guide
Greetings! And thank you, again, for lending your time, expertise, and creativity to ideating on how NSF could invest in transforming educational technology through convergence.

Between now and October 26, please hold your small-group meeting, write up answers to the question below, and send them back to Lizzie Jones at lizzie@the-learning-agency.com. We will then send you the ideas generated by other small-groups on October 28 for your feedback. We will use these answers and comments to structure the whole-group meeting on November 4, so please have your comments ready by November 1!

In your small-group meeting, please answer this overarching question:

**What breakthrough education technology deliverable(s) could be developed over a two-year period that would excite the field and have the potential to make a large-scale, societal impact in data science education?**

Remember, our current goal is to demonstrate to NSF that Transforming Educational Technologies Through Convergence is a viable track that they should select in the next phase of their Convergence Accelerator program.

In order to justify selecting this track, the NSF would like to see the potential for several deliverables in the “minimum viable product stage” within 2-3 years, that could result in large-scale, societal impacts within 5-10 years. Therefore, you and your subgroup’s task is to ideate deliverables within your track.

Education has never been identified as a track, and now is our time!

**Instructions**

- Consider the questions below. We’ve provided space for five deliverables, but we’re more than happy to receive more!
- Use whatever format is easiest for you (e.g., bullet form, full sentences). What’s important is that we are able to understand what you’re conveying, not the format in which it’s provided.
- Please meet at least once synchronously and provide these responses to us by October 26. Then be ready to comment on ideas from other groups!

**Questions to Answer**

(Respond to the following questions PER DELIVERABLE. Once you have responded to these questions for each of your deliverable suggestions, please return/email this document to Lizzie Jones at lizzie@the-learning-agency.com.)

Subgroup Members: (list members below)

- 
- 
- 
- 

**DELIVERABLE 1:**

1. What problem are you seeking to address? (within your track’s overall mission)
2. What deliverable are you proposing?
3. What specific outcome improvements could we expect with this deliverable?
4. How will this deliverable help promote equity?
5. What steps would developers need to take to ensure that this new deliverable is not introducing or reinforcing bias?
6. What disciplines and types of expertise are needed for the development of the solution?

7. What evidence can we give NSF that this deliverable could be created in 2-3 years? (be brief)

8. If a “minimum viable product” was ready in 2025, what societal impacts could we expect by 2030? Or by 2035? How could this transform the field for education for students, teachers, and/or researchers? Is there any evidence that can give NSF evidence of this? (be brief)

9. What else do you want to add about this deliverable?

**DELIVERABLE 2:**

1. What problem are you seeking to address? (within your track’s overall mission)

2. What deliverable are you proposing?

3. What specific outcome improvements could we expect with this deliverable?

4. How will this deliverable help promote equity?

5. What steps would developers need to take to ensure that this new deliverable is not introducing or reinforcing bias?

6. What disciplines and types of expertise are needed for the development of the solution?

7. What evidence can we give NSF that this deliverable could be created in 2-3 years? (be brief)

8. If a “minimum viable product” was ready in 2025, what societal impacts could we expect by 2030? Or by 2035? How could this transform the field for education for students, teachers, and/or researchers? Is there any evidence that can give NSF evidence of this? (be brief)

9. What else do you want to add about this deliverable?

**DELIVERABLE 3:**

1. What problem are you seeking to address? (within your track’s overall mission)

2. What deliverable are you proposing?

3. What specific outcome improvements could we expect with this deliverable?

4. How will this deliverable help promote equity?

5. What steps would developers need to take to ensure that this new deliverable is not introducing or reinforcing bias?

6. What disciplines and types of expertise are needed for the development of the solution?

7. What evidence can we give NSF that this deliverable could be created in 2-3 years? (be brief)

8. If a “minimum viable product” was ready in 2025, what societal impacts could we expect by 2030? Or by 2035? How could this transform the field for education for students, teachers, and/or researchers? Is there any evidence that can give NSF evidence of this? (be brief)

9. What else do you want to add about this deliverable?

**DELIVERABLE 4:**

1. What problem are you seeking to address? (within your track’s overall mission)
2. What deliverable are you proposing?

3. What specific outcome improvements could we expect with this deliverable?

4. How will this deliverable help promote equity? 

5. What steps would developers need to take to ensure that this new deliverable is not introducing or reinforcing bias? 6. What disciplines and types of expertise are needed for the development of the solution?

7. What evidence can we give NSF that this deliverable could be created in 2-3 years? (be brief)

8. If a “minimum viable product” was ready in 2025, what societal impacts could we expect by 2030? Or by 2035? How could this transform the field for education for students, teachers, and/or researchers? Is there any evidence that can give NSF evidence of this? (be brief)

9. What else do you want to add about this deliverable?

**DEVELOPER 5:**

1. What problem are you seeking to address? (within your track’s overall mission)

2. What deliverable are you proposing?

3. What specific outcome improvements could we expect with this deliverable?

4. How will this deliverable help promote equity?

5. What steps would developers need to take to ensure that this new deliverable is not introducing or reinforcing bias?

6. What disciplines and types of expertise are needed for the development of the solution?

7. What evidence can we give NSF that this deliverable could be created in 2-3 years? (be brief)

8. If a “minimum viable product” was ready in 2025, what societal impacts could we expect by 2030? Or by 2035? How could this transform the field for education for students, teachers, and/or researchers? Is there any evidence that can give NSF evidence of this? (be brief)

9. What else do you want to add about this deliverable?

**Considerations During Idea Generation**

(These are just questions to help guide the generation of ideas; you do not need to provide written answers to these questions)

Does this approach:

- Produce more actionable information about students and help develop meaningfully personalized instruction?
- Contribute to improving interventions to support students?
- Lower the burden on overworked teachers?
- Improve outcomes for underfunded schools?
- Increase teacher knowledge of the domain, technology, or pedagogical strategies?
- Help the field promote equity? Does it reduce biases that impact learners, whether coming from technology or human decisions?
- Help diffuse insights more widely across digital learning platforms, lowering the development burdens by reducing the cost of adapting processes to new contexts?
Appendix C: Feedback exercise document

Deliverable Feedback Protocol

The consultancy exercise is structured to help teams think expansively about a particular, concrete dilemma. A dilemma is a puzzle: an issue that raises questions, an idea that seems to have conceptual gaps, or something about a process or strategy that you just can’t figure out.

This exercise should take approximately 30 minutes per presentation/discussion. Once the full exercise described below is complete, then switch roles with the other team. In the time allotted for this segment, you should be able to complete two discussions.

Getting started:

● Decide which team will be the first Presenting Team; the other will be the first Advisory Team.
● The Presenting Team selects a presenter and a notetaker. The notetaker captures the questions and responses throughout the exercise.
● The Advisory Team selects a timer to track time throughout the exercise.
● Begin the exercise!

Exercise:

1. Initial Presentation of the Challenge [3 minutes]: Presenting Team One member of the Presenting Team presents a quick overview of the sub-problem the team is trying to address within the track, and frames focused questions for the Advisory Team to consider.

2. Clarifying Questions [5 minutes]: Advisory Team Advisory Team members ask questions of the presenters that have factual answers of a phrase or two in length. They ask the presenters “who, what, where, when and how much” questions. Clarifying questions do not include “why?” or “what other approaches have you considered?” questions. The purpose of clarifying questions is to help the questioner better understand the presenters’ situation. The notetaker writes down all these questions.

3. Probing Questions [5 minutes]: Advisory Team Advisory group members ask questions of the presenters that help the presenters clarify and extend their own thinking about the matter they have presented to the group. The group asks open-ended questions such as: “why...?” “what other approaches have you considered regarding...?” or “what do you think would happen if...?” The notetaker writes down all these questions.

4. Advisory Team Discussion [7 minutes] The Advisory Team members talk with each other while the presenters listen and take notes; the presenters are not allowed to speak at this time (except to answer a clarifying question if one arises). The Presenting Team turns off their cameras and attends to listening and notetaking without providing any kind of response to the speakers. This separation often feels awkward but it is only for a few minutes and the benefits can be substantial. Advisory team members aim to discuss the situation and possible ideas about solutions. It is important for the presenters to listen carefully and in a non-defensive manner. The notetaker writes down all these notes.

5. Presenting Team Response into Open Discussion [5 minutes] The Presenting Team responds to what the Advisory Team said in the previous section. The purpose of this section is not for the presenters to respond to everything the response group members said. Instead, the purpose is for the presenters to talk about what they heard that was most important to them, and any thoughts or questions that were stimulated by the group discussion. Once the presenters have responded to their own satisfaction and wish to engage in a more free-flowing dialogue, they indicate so to the group by explicitly saying that they are ready to discuss additional comments, ideas and questions. The notetaker writes down all these responses.

6. Adjustments [5 minutes] The Presenting Team discusses and the notetaker records any adjustments to the recommendation.

Once complete, the Presenting Team and the Advisory Team switch roles and repeat the exercise.